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STORY TIME:  
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN AI GOES ROGUE?

Summed up:  Subtlety and Nuance



DISCUSSION QUESTION 1

Imagine a completely AI-controlled aircraft.  Now, 
based on the previous examples, think of:

- - 3 terrible things that could go wrong due to subtlety 
and nuance

- - Why this could happen

- - How you could prevent it



MACHINE LEARNING:  ALGORITHMS

 Algorithms can be defined a number of ways

 Supervised/Unsupervised

 What they do (predict, classify, optimize, etc.)

 Restrictions and requirements

 Because Algorithms are tools to solve a problem, it is most helpful 
to start with the problem and the constraints





SUPERVISED LEARNING

 Classification

 Example algorithm:  Support Vector Machine (SVM)

 Goal:  Form a boundary between data points in order to classify groups

 How:  Creates a “separating hyperplane” that maximizes margins between data points

 Challenge:  Balance reliability with overfitting



DISCUSSION QUESTION 2

What would SVM look like with 3 dimensions?

4?

12?



SUPERVISED LEARNING

 Regression

 Example algorithm:  Linear Regression

 Goal:  Guess the best output, given the input, on a continuous scale

 How:  Labelled data is used to “train” the model

 Choose “success” metric (eg., mean squared error, root mean squared error)

 Initialize parameters (randomize)

 Iteratively modify parameters until error is minimized (gradient descent)

 Challenge:  Balance reliability with overfitting, locally optimized



DISCUSSION QUESTION 3

What is the risk of overfitting?

How might you solve it?



SUPERVISED LEARNING

 SIDE NOTE:  How do we minimize error?

 Gradient Descent

 Initialize model, get terrible aggregated error (called cost function)

 Measure local gradient of the error for each of the model parameters (input features)

 Update each parameter to modify its bias up or down according to the error

 Iterate until the cost function is minimized

 Challenge:  Local Minima!  Solve by modifying the speed of the “learning rate”



UNSUPERVISED LEARNING
 Clustering

 Example algorithm:  K-Means Clustering

 Goal:  Separate data into predetermined “classes” (clusters)

 How:  Iteratively compute each class’ center point

 For each point, compute distance between it and class centers, then assign class

 Recompute group center by taking mean of all vectors in the group

 Repeat until minimal change

 Challenge:  Have to select the class number ahead of time, randomized start can backfire



DISCUSSION QUESTION 4

Can you guess some of the pros and cons of K-
Means?



MACHINE LEARNING:  SOFTWARE

 Different ways to program AI
 Python is possibly the best due to libraries, popularity driving training resources and 

constant innovation
 Python

 SciPy Stack is a collection of math and convenience functions
 Scipy

 Numpy

 Matplotlib

 Pandas

 Scikit-learn is a group of efficient tools for machine learning

 Can use Anaconda to easily install the libraries   



MACHINE LEARNING:  REAL EXAMPLE
 Goal:  Predict housing prices

 Data set:  housing.csv from 
http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/boston

 Attributes include crime, zone sizes, non-retail business acres, 
pollution, size of dwelling (rooms), distance from employment 
centers, age of houses, student-teacher ratio of area, median 
value of homes in the area, etc.



MACHINE LEARNING:  REAL EXAMPLE
 Load Data:



MACHINE LEARNING:  REAL EXAMPLE
 Quick look at data: Shape, Types

 506 records, 14 attributes



MACHINE LEARNING:  REAL EXAMPLE
 Detailed look at data: Samples, Distribution

 Wide distribution of values between variables, indicates we need to rescale



MACHINE LEARNING:  REAL EXAMPLE
 Other exploration of data

 Looking for correlation, distribution, scaling differences



MACHINE LEARNING:  REAL EXAMPLE
 Takeaways/actions:

 Try to remove high correlated features

 Normalize to fix scale

 Standardize to help distributions align

 Separate data between training and test (70/30, 80/20)

 Get list of algorithms that might work, test them out



MACHINE LEARNING:  REAL EXAMPLE
 Advanced actions:

 Standardize distributions

 Tune hyperparameters for the algorithm

 Consider Ensemble methods

 Test the model with test data

 Finalize and deploy (depends on purpose, data pipeline, and users)



DISCUSSION QUESTION 5

What type of challenges do you see with real world 
machine learning?



STORY TIME:  
OLD SCHOOL REINFORCEMENT LEARNING —
FOR GANGSTER PIGEONS

 How were Pigeons used in WW2?

https://www.facebook.com/tobypickardphotography?__cft__[0]=AZUChiBuTcKdU0XuuzmBLJ9XK1OonsF9G5YkYF
CIQbfvv6Fvj9Gou5WVjgQtipiD18eK-_S9g1_TXh2WhG5xEJqlS72v5_VxSJLzOqQdUD2koPsjdw0OA4-
t72UHZ0iREgc&__tn__=-]K-R



STORY TIME

“Suddenly, I saw them as ‘devices’ with excellent vision and 
extraordinary maneuverability. Could they not guide a missile?”

Tried remote operator

Tried cats (briefly)

Could pigeons be trained with RL?

https://www.nist.gov/blogs/taking-measure/saga-bird-brained-bombers



STORY TIME

“We had begun to realize that a pigeon was more easily 
controlled than a physical scientist serving on a committee.”

Conductive screen with projection

Trained with combat videos

How to deal with the noise/vibrations?
https://www.iflscience.com/project-pigeon-trained-birds-to-
guide-bombs-in-wwii-62118



ACTIVITY—WE ARE HARDWIRED FOR 
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING (RL)



ACTIVITY

How easy can we be trained using core RL principles?



DISCUSSION QUESTION

What do you need in order to teach 
someone a new task?

I need five brave volunteers…





DISCUSSION QUESTION

WHY DID THIS WORK?



OVERVIEW AND BASICS



WHAT IS REINFORCEMENT LEARNING?

 Feedback-based ML

 Agent learns to interact with an 
environment, see the results of 
their actions, and develop a 
policy to maximize their reward

 No labelled data, uses experience 
and rewards only

 Better used for tasks where 
decisions are sequential and there 
is a longer term goal

https://bold.expert/what-are-robots-doing-in-schools/



WHAT IS REINFORCEMENT LEARNING?

 Quick clarifiers
 For the purpose of our lecture, “reinforcement learning” and “agent based 

training” are the same.  

 Reinforcement learning as a concept does not have to include deep learning 
(see previous exercise), but it can and that is what we will focus on.



WHAT IS REINFORCEMENT LEARNING?

 The agent isn’t told about the 
environment, the goals, or their actions

 They learn through experience

 What works and what doesn’t

 Incorrect perceptions

 Rewards and punishments

 Losing sight of the larger goal

 Getting stuck in bad habits

ENVIRONMENT

AGENT
ACTION STATE

REWARD



RL COMPONENTS

MAIN COMPONENTS
 Environmental Model: Where the agent is and confined

 Reward: Feedback returned after each action/state (+/-)

 Policy: Strategy developed by the agent that guides next step based on 
current step

 Value Function:
 Value: Long-term reward (expected)

 Q-Value: Long-term reward based on current action

SUPPORTING COMPONENTS
 State: Situation of the environment and agent after a move is made

 Action:  What the agent can do for each given moment

 Agent:  Entity that interacts with the environment through action

Important



REPRESENTATIVE EQUATION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEGAMppyWkQ&t=308s

Developed 1953



KEY TECHNIQUES

Markov Decision Process

 Uses math to map out the optimum solution, updating actions, 
states, in order to develop a policy

Q Learning (ML)

 Value-based method, iteratively updates weights/biases in order 
to match actions to expected values

Other Related Techniques or Variations (Always growing)



DISCUSSION QUESTION

What are some of the key challenges for 
Reinforcement Learning?



CHALLENGES

 Reinforcement Learning is expensive!  Cost is exponential with 
complexity; If you have the data to solve with supervised learning, 
do it

 Reward design is a critical component and requires equal parts 
foresight and experimentation

Overfitting is possible and might not show up until far into training

When using RL for real applications, it can be hard to match 
simulation and reality



EXAMPLES



Q*BERT:  UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES



DISCUSSION QUESTION

Goal: 
How Environment is Perceived: 
Actions: 
Rewards: 
Unintended Consequences: 



Q*BERT:  UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES

 Goal: Max points

 How Environment is Perceived: Knows position, can see 
colors and enemies

 Actions: Jump to adjacent squares

 Rewards: Points (and this is key), punished if killed

 Unintended Consequences:

 “First, it completes the first level and then starts to jump from 
platform to platform in what seems to be a random manner. 
For a reason unknown to us, the game does not advance to 
the second round but the platforms start to blink and the 
agent quickly gains a huge amount of points (close to 1 
million for our episode time limit).”

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2018/03/machine-learning-algorithm-broke-qbert-game/

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.08842



DISCUSSION QUESTION

Why did Q*Bert behave this way?

How would you adjust the model to improve the agent?



TRACKMANIA:  ROBUST MODEL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SX08NT55YhA



DISCUSSION QUESTION

Goal: 
How Environment is Perceived: 
Actions: 
Rewards: 
Unintended Consequences: 



TRACKMANIA:  ROBUST MODEL

Goal: Finish race, quickly

 How Environment is Perceived: Raycasts, position 
of own body

 Actions: Accelerate, steer

 Rewards: Distance travelled, time elapsed, falling

 Unintended Consequences: Late realization of 
overfitting, solved through random re-gen

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SX08NT55YhA



DISCUSSION QUESTION

Is this type of training the same as fully mapping 
all possibilities?



DISCUSSION QUESTION

Is this type of training the same as fully mapping 
all possibilities?



ALBERT ESCAPES:  LONG SEQUENCE LEARNING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3UBlEJDXR0&t=1s



DISCUSSION QUESTION

Goal: 
How Environment is Perceived: 
Actions: 
Rewards: 
Unintended Consequences: 



ALBERT ESCAPES:  LONG SEQUENCE LEARNING

Goal: Escape!

 How Environment is Perceived: Raycasts
down, ahead, above head (70 degrees); 

 Actions: Move horizontally, jump

 Rewards: Time (neg), Fall (neg), hit switch, 
escape room

 Unintended Consequences: Had to stack 
vision to build short term memory

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3UBlEJDXR0&t=1s



DISCUSSION QUESTION

How might have Albert gotten stuck in Room 5?

What could we adjust to fix it?



HIDE AND SEEK:  DISTURBINGLY CREATIVE

https://openai.com/research/emergent-tool-use



DISCUSSION QUESTION

Goal: 
How Environment is Perceived: 
Actions: 
Rewards: 
Unintended Consequences: 



HIDE AND SEEK:  DISTURBINGLY CREATIVE

Goal: Hide (or seek)

 How Environment is Perceived: Raycasts to 
see and identify objects

 Actions: Run, grab objects, lock objects, 
move objects

 Rewards: Points won/lost as time goes on, 
reward/punishment for result of game

 Unintended Consequences: When multi-
agent problems are allowed to evolve, very 
creative behaviour can emerge.  

https://openai.com/research/emergent-tool-use



DISCUSSION QUESTION

How could you use these unintended 
consequences to your advantage when 
implementing a new application?



BRINGING RL TO THE REAL WORLD

https://leggedrobotics.github.io/legged_gym/



DISCUSSION QUESTION

Goal: 
How Environment is Perceived: 
Actions: 
Rewards: 
Unintended Consequences: 



BRINGING RL TO THE REAL WORLD

Goal: Learn to walk

 How Environment is Perceived: Various 
positions, surrounding environment

 Actions: Articulate limbs

 Rewards: Distance travelled

 Unintended Consequences: Challenges 
when converting from sim to real world 
with added noise

https://leggedrobotics.github.io/legged_gym/



TEAM CHALLENGE:  

CAN RL SOLVE THE CANDLE PROBLEM?



SETUP:  THE PROBLEM

Solve the problem of a candle dripping wax onto a table using 
only the items seen here.

http://whatismotivation.weebly.com/the-candle-problem.html



SETUP:  THE PROBLEM

Alternate set up; easier?



SETUP:  THE “SOLUTION”



CHALLENGE: 

Create a reinforcement learning model where an agent can learn 
to solve the candle problem

Goal: 

 How Environment is Perceived: 

 Actions: 

 Rewards: 

 Unintended Consequences: 



AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS



PROJECT 1:   ROBOTIC OPTIMIZATION OF A SET TASK 

 Problem:  
robot programming is not easily 
scalable

 Solution: reinforcement learning to 
optimize the correct movements to 
complete a set task

 Exponential benefit:  any time the 
process is changed, the simulation 
can be changed and retrained with 
zero code



PROJECT 2:   ROBOTIC OPTIMIZATION OF A FLUID TASK 

 Problem:  
traditional robot programming cannot 
handle fluid (uncertain) tasks

 Solution:  reinforcement learning to 
simulate/optimize highly variable process; 
deploy on a physical robot

 Exponential benefit: robot can handle 
uncertainties with zero explicit code



PROJECT 3:   UTILIZE AI-BASED TRAINING FOR SPACE MANUFACTURING

 Problem:  
robots not trusted to perform remote 
tasks independently

 Solution:  pre-train robot in simulated 
microgravity for component 
replacement

 Exponential benefit:  validates/improves 
micro G simulations, demonstrates 
spacecraft life extension / autonomous 
space manufacturing

Project TESSERACT



PROJECT 4:   IMMERSIVE, INTERACTIVE DIGITAL TWIN

 Problem:  
digital twins offer key metrics but often little 
else.  Key measure of success should be 
“time to action”

 Solution:  develop immersive digital twin 
with many metrics, ai-driven analytics / 
recommendations (pm), vr interaction 

 Exponential benefit:
innovates key time to action, 
real-time interaction with digital twin 
(reaction wheel manipulation with project tesseract)



PROJECT 5: UTILIZE AI-BASED TRAINING FOR HUMANS

 Problem:  
training humans to complete a complex 
task with limited repetitions is inefficient

 Solution:  optimize a task for a virtual 
human, then “train” a human in real time 
using AR and haptic guidance.

 Exponential benefit:  training humans to 
perform complex tasks in real time has 
monumental benefits across all industries.



DISCUSSION QUESTION

What other RL applications do you think are 
possible in the aerospace industry?



CONCLUSION

 Reinforcement Learning is a powerful tool that can be used to 
teach long, complex tasks

 RL relies on an agent, environment, actions, rewards, and the 
ability to create a policy

 RL can have unintended consequences, be computationally 
very expensive, and can hit dead ends

 RL will change the aerospace industry



Nathan Eskue
n.d.eskue@tudelft.nl
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